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Great for presentations, NLarge is a tool which will make presentations easier, like never before. It comes with a cool custom features panel, which makes setup a breeze, and the preview tool gives a
perfect preview of the current presentation. The break timer and the zoom tool give even more tools at your disposal. Key Features: Live presentations, fast and intuitive Mobile friendly Portable, always
at hand Full color preview Powerful and versatile custom control panel Intuitive tools, detailed descriptions Advanced manual Enjoy a hassle-free and easy time making presentations, thanks to NLarge.
Presentations might require a whole diversity of tools, depending on how it’s performed. In case it’s done directly on the desktop, you might need a set of tools like NLarge. It bundles together the
possibility to zoom in on particular screen regions, freely draw with the cursor, or even set up a break timer. Advantages of a portable app On the bright side of things, the application doesn’t require
setup to function, so you can take advantage of its features from the moment download is done. This also means that you can deploy it directly on a thumb drive in case you want to always have it at hand,
and it doesn’t affect stability of the target PC, because registry entries remain intact. The options panel shows up on launch. It makes it possible to go through the necessary controls to trigger functions, as
well as to adjust their general behavior. These come in individual tabs to make things easy to grasp, but there are also tons of related details to get you out of sticky situations. Easily configure and use
functions Once you get the hang of things, you can minimize the options panel to the tray area. Be sure to take a good look at the hotkey commands which trigger functions, or even set up some
comfortable ones, even though the default settings make it easy to use. The zoom tool doesn’t show an additional panel, but rather uses your entire screen as a preview section, which updates as you move
the cursor, and changes the zoom through the scroll wheel. The pen lets you freely draw anywhere on screen, while the break time prevents you to interact with desktop elements, while also showing the
remaining break time. In conclusion To sum it up, NLarge is a reliable application, especially for live presentations. It comes in a pretty lightweight package, which doesn’t even require installation. Tools
are
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Narrator Large presentation tool for Windows delivers high-end features, yet won't hinder desktop performance. I know, it might come as a surprise, but the Windows 10 version of Office 2016 doesn’t
significantly enhance the productivity of the user. The quality of the document created isn’t really any better, and the functionalities are pretty much the same as Office 2013. When it comes to
productivity, Office 2016 is rather a steady companion than an innovative successor to an older version. As you could already see, there are only a few features available if you decide to create a
document with Excel, which is also missing the new Sheets feature. And while Word may not offer a huge leap forward, there are some fundamental enhancements to the user interface, and maybe even
to the core functionality, but you’ll have to wait for the update to get them. Still, this is one of the most complete Office programs you can get. So, here's our review of Office 2016. 15.05.2016 Yet
another version update of Windows 10, and it brings a new feature that is especially useful for businesses: the Build Release Candidate of Office 2016. This preview is available for download, although it
is not yet in a polished state. As usual, it's not enough for Microsoft to simply update your system to a new version of Windows, and wait some time to release this new version of Office 2016. They also
have to test all the Windows 10 specific features thoroughly, and the version we have right now is the so called Build Release Candidate. This means that some bugs still exist, but there won't be any
major changes, and the only changes will be those that ensure the program runs smoothly on the new operating system. This preview will officially be released later this month, but for now, you can
download it, install it and start using it. You’ll see that a few interface and window adjustments have been made, which we will get to later. If you open Office 2016 Preview for the first time and log in
with a Microsoft account, you’ll be offered the chance to change the default folder that will be used to store documents. After you’ve selected the folder you prefer, this one will be the only one that can
be used to store your documents in this preview. You can also change the default language, which usually is English, but you can choose a different one as well. That's it 6a5afdab4c
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This helps you to schedule application and your content automatic, you can set time intervals as well as choose scheduled time to start application. You can configure shortcut key in order to make and
schedule application start easily. It has timer function to prevent you to touch the desktop. And it will show you remaining time to open the application. The display unit is: ‘minute, hour, day, week,
month, and year’ You can configure date format and time format. It has many useful features: Zoom in and out function, Free drawing function, timer function, etc. NLarge Review: NLarge allows you
to create to schedule custom template for your application. NLarge has a small size of.5MB. In this application, you can set any time and date. When you set the date in the NLarge application, it will be
refreshed. You don’t need to install this application because it is a portable application. NLarge has a simple interface which allows users to create their templates quickly. You can also set a timer to
prevent you from touching the desktop. Now, you can create an empty template which users can fill in the information they want and choose. You can edit the date format which is showing in the
template and create a new date format. It also allows you to easily fill in the information you want. When you want to start the application, you can set the shortcut key. After you set the short key, you
can just touch your keyboard and it will start the application you have set. NLarge Features: NLarge allows you to create to schedule custom template for your application. NLarge has a small size
of.5MB. In this application, you can set any time and date. When you set the date in the NLarge application, it will be refreshed. You don’t need to install this application because it is a portable
application. NLarge has a simple interface which allows users to create their templates quickly. You can also set a timer to prevent you from touching the desktop. Now, you can create an empty template
which users can fill in the information they want and choose. You can edit the date format which is showing in the template and create a new date format. It also allows you to easily fill in the information
you want. When you want to start the application, you can set the

What's New in the NLarge?

Takes notes Automatically uploads to cloud Comes in a portable package Clearly displays the progress in any given task Easily configurable Multiple choice sheet fills multiple sheets, automatically The
app works with a drag and drop mechanism to move files from one sheet to another and from one project to the next. NLarge key features: Drawing of any shape Multiple choice sheet fills multiple
sheets, automatically This table feature can be configured to start drawing at any given cell, or filling in an adjacent range, and so on. Supported up to 20 sheets Virtual keyboard Also supports a virtual
mouse Also supports a virtual keyboard The mouse can be moved inside the virtual keyboard, and it activates the virtual keyboard. Just like the keyboard, also supports a virtual mouse. Image sizing
Sidebar filled with images, placed on the left or the right Rearranging sidebars Right or left, choose either left or right Adjust the screen resolution up to 2,048 x 2,048 Also supports 3D graphics and
multidimensional drawings. Multiple file type support There is full support for current file formats and proprietary ones. There is full support for current file formats and proprietary ones. Supported
PNG JPEG PDF Video Media Player The media player can be used to play selected file or media item. Back and Forward Functions Text Editor The text editor comes with a basic set of features. The
text editor comes with a basic set of features. The text editor comes with support for font embedding, so you can use any font in the system. Manage and track multiple images The images can be copied,
moved, deleted, and merged between the open sheets. The images can be copied, moved, deleted, and merged between the open sheets. There is support for different font sizes to help make reading the
notes easier. Export multimedia files There are export choices for video, audio, and multimedia. There are export choices for video, audio, and multimedia. There is support for copy, paste, cut, and
delete functions. Integrated project management There is an integrated project management tool allowing you to take notes, with a variety of tasks
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System Requirements For NLarge:

• OS: Windows XP, Vista or later (32-bit or 64-bit) • Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or better • RAM: 2GB • Graphics: DirectX® 9-capable graphics card, or ATI/NVidia® with 2GB VRAM and
driver version 8.0 Windows XP Version (Full Games): • DirectX® 10-capable graphics card, or AMD Radeon™ 7xxx series graphics card, or NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX™ series graphics card •
Windows® 7
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